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If the housing allowance is higher than the actual rent, the excess is considered as part of compensation subject
to withholding tax on compensation. Economic employer approach Do the taxation authorities in the
Philippines adopt the economic employer approach to interpreting Article 15 of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development OECD treaty? Pursuant to RMC No. Section of the Tax Code of the
Philippines imposes a tax on transfers for insuficient consideration. Non-resident aliens not engaged in trade
or business are subject to tax at 25 percent of their gross income. If so, please provide a general definition of
these areas. An alien who has acquired a resident status in the Philippines for tax purposes retains such tax
status until they actually depart from the Philippines at the end of their assignment. On this note, the valuation
of unlisted shares shall be exempt from the provisions of RR No. Example of tax exempt donations are
donations on account of marriage up to P10, However, with the passage of RA No. Imposed also on indirect
donations A donation need not be explicit to be taxable. A non-resident alien is deemed engaged in trade or
business if, in any calendar year, they stay in the Philippines for an aggregate period of more than days. What
are the bases in the valuation of property? Unlisted common shares are valued based on their book value while
unlisted preferred shares are valued at par value. For resident citizens, non-resident citizens, resident aliens,
and non-resident aliens engaged in trade or business, income tax is calculated on the basis of net taxable
income at graduated rates ranging from 0 percent to a maximum of 35 percent. Donations of the donor to the
relatives of not exceeding P, Termination of residence Are there any tax compliance requirements when
leaving the Philippines? The fair market value as determined by the Commissioner, or 2. Under R. For tax
purposes, the tax rates would depend on whether or not the BOD serves as a Director only or as a Director and
employee of the company. Disclaimer: This article is for general conceptual guidance only and is not a
substitute for an expert opinion. De minimus number of days Are there a de minimus number of days before
the local taxation authorities will apply the economic employer approach? Certain employer provided housing
allowances cost of utilities The full amount of the utilities paid by the employer to or on behalf of the
employee is a taxable fringe benefit. On the other hand, moving allowance or unsubstantiated expenses are
taxable. If no, are the taxation authorities in the Philippines considering the adoption of this interpretation of
economic employer in the future?


